Next Generation Software Development Tools

Visual Patch 3.0
®

FAST & EASY PATCHES
Visual Patch's point and click
design takes the difficulty out
of building even the most
sophisticated patches.

with DeltaMAX™ Compression

World’s #1 Fastest Software Patch Maker

BINARY DIFFERENCING
Competitive tools can stall out
on files as small as 40 MB.
Visual Patch can make quick
work of gigabyte sized files.

State-of-the-art DeltaMAX™ binary
differencing compression creates the
smallest possible patch files in less time
than ever before.

FULL-HISTORY PATCHES
Update any previous version
of your software to the latest
release with one patch file.
Dramatically simplifies the
patching process for users.

Generates a single self-installing patch
executable that works with all versions of
Windows from 95 through to Vista.
Indigo Rose Software products are
trusted by over 20,000 software
developers worldwide for reliability and
exceptional technical support.

VERSION MANAGEMENT
Quickly and easily add,
remove and organize all your
product versions using the
drag and drop workspace.
WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT
We don’t outsource our
technical support. We’ll
answer your questions quickly
and efficiently.

Visual Patch 3.0 is a fast and efficient solution for developers who need to create secure, compact and reliable patches for their
software products. It features state-of-the-art DeltaMAX™ binary difference compression, combined with a powerful full-history
patching engine. No other tool makes patch development as easy or as flexible. We guarantee it or you’ll get your money back.
Unlike other tools that borrow functionality from third-party installers or are built upon command line tools, Visual Patch features a
completely integrated visual development environment. Visual Patch automatically takes care of the complicated details of patch
development, such as inspecting versions to decide which files have changed, and performing sophisticated byte level
differencing on each file in order to extract the differences between versions.
Visual Patch 3.0 is the result of over 15 years of experience creating
software deployment tools. You can rely on Indigo Rose to provide
reliable tools, top quality documentation and superior technical support .

Visit us on the Web at:
www.indigorose.com

With its sophisticated yet straightforward user interface, Visual Patch 3.0
simplifies software version management, turning the otherwise complicated
task of managing point releases into a fast and automated process. There
is no better way to make professional-quality, full-history binary patches
for software and other electronic content. Call us today and see.
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Visual Patch 3.0
®

with DeltaMAX™ Compression

Features and Benefits
Anyone who needs to create compact and secure software patches needs Visual Patch 3.0. This includes software developers,
network administrators and IT managers, among others. Regardless of the type of data being distributed - executables,
documents, databases, videos, etc. - Visual Patch can figure out what files have changed, find the exact changes within each file
and determine how to update any previous version to the current version. Whereas software patching was once a notoriously
slow and cumbersome process, companies choosing Visual Patch have a distinct advantage.
PROJECT WIZARD
Walks you through the
creation of a professional
software patch complete
with customized dialogs,
multiple methods of version
detection and rollback.
DATA SECURITY
Unlike a full software
installer, patch files contain
only the data needed to
update older versions making them ideal for
public website distribution.
SCRIPT CONTROL
A powerful scripting engine
with more than 250
high-level actions gives
unprecedented control over
the software patching
system. Features everything
from registry editing to web
script interaction, file
downloads and more.
MULTILINGUAL
A unique language selector
is included on each screen
dialog, making it easy to
create multilingual user
interfaces and modify
translations at will.
BEST VALUE
Compare it to other tools.
Visual Patch 3.0 is easier to
use, has superior technical
support and is priced
considerably lower.

Visual Patch is part of Indigo Rose Software's complete line of professional software development tools, which also includes AutoPlay Media Studio, Setup Factory and TrueUpdate.
Each tool is a leader in its class, providing extraordinary value and reliability. We’ve been creating tools to manage the complete software deployment life cycle since 1991.

What’s New in Visual Patch?
State-of-the-art DeltaMAX™ binary differencing compression creates
smaller patches for larger files in less time than competitive tools.

Support & Consulting
• Technical Support
• Project Consulting

Make a single patch file that is compatible with all versions of
Windows from 95 to Vista with integrated Authenticode signing.

• Maintenance Policies

Intelligent full-history patching algorithms can update multiple older
versions to the latest release from a single patch file.

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Sophisticated version management makes it easy to manage all your
software releases from one environment.

Indigo Rose stands behind our products
with a refreshingly personal approach to
technical support. We’ll treat you like the
valued customer that you are. And when
you need full consulting services, we’ll
work with you to ensure your project is
delivered on time and on budget.

Data security and integrity is guaranteed through a combination of
128-bit MD5 hashing, CRC-32 checksums and encryption standards.
A powerful scripting engine with more than 250 high-level actions
gives unprecedented control over the software patching system.

• User’s Guide & Tutorials

Supports the creation of both fully-interactive “wizard based” patches
or completely automatic “silent” patches.
A library of over twenty different screens (plus graphical skinning
system) makes it easy to control the user interface of your patches.
Rollback protection automatically restores the original application
files if an error occurs or the user aborts the patching process.

For more information on any of our products
or services please visit us on the Web at:
www.indigorose.com
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